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   We give a determinant formula for the quotient of the relative class numbers of imaginary 
abelian number fields of relative degree 2, which is a generalization of  EndO's formulas for the 
mth cyclotomic field, m an odd integer, and its quadratic extension.
§  1. Introduction
Let p be an odd prime. For an integer u let  Rp(u) and  Rp  (u) be the integers uch
that
 Rp(u) u (mod p), 0  <  Rp(u)  <  p
and
 R;)(u)  u  (mod  p),  <  R;,(u)  <
respectively. For an integer u coprime to p, let  u-1 be an integer with  uu-1 1 
(mod p). We have already obtained alot of determinant formulas for the pth cyclotomic
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Cp a primitive pth root of unity. For example,
                                             11.7:1 11=2,,* det(Rp (UV1))1<u,  v<(p-1)/2(-1) p 2ti, 
                     I 2 orpd,(2)1py h
 det(Ri;  (ttv-1))  1<u,  v<(p-1)/2 =
det ((_1)Rp(uv-1.))2  = (-1) 2 






 H  (1-  x(2)2) hp*, 
 xEx-
where  ordp(2) is the order of 2 modulo p,  X- the set of odd characters ofthe field  Q(Cp) 
and  hp* the relative class number of the field  Q(Cp). 
   The determinant in the formula (1.1) is called Maillet determinant (See [1]) and 
the one in (1.3) could be called Dem'janenko determinant. The formulas (1.1) and (1.3) 
are special ones of the generalized formulas in [3], [14], [17] and [18]; and the formula 
(1.2) a special one of [3], [15] and [17]. Funakura [7] gave, up to sign, a generalized 
formula of (1.3) for the  mth cyclotomic field,  in an odd integer. 
   As a corresponding formula to (1.3), we shall obtainby the formula (2.5) in Corol-
lary 2.3 
                                     —2234p if  p= 3 (mod  4), 
                                                 h* 
 (1.4) det ((-1)R;(" 1))                             1<u, v<(p-1)/2 
                          0 otherwise,
where  hIp is the relative class number of the 4pth cyclotomic field. Kanemitsu and 
Kuzumaki [15, Corollary 4] have already obtained the formula (1.4), up to sign, under 
some condition. 
   The aim of this paper is to give a determinant formula for the quotient of the 
relative class numbers of imaginary abelian number fields with relative degree 2, which 
is a generalization not  only of the formula (1.4) but also of  Endo's formulas in [2] and 
[4]. As does the formula in [14], our determinant formula has a parameter b. By taking 
b =  fm  +1  (fm : the conductor of "the larger field") we obtain the formula in [2, 
Theorem 1 for k  =1]; by taking  b= 2, the one in [4, Theorem 1]; by taking b  = g  (g  : a 
primitive root modulo p), the one in Corollary 2.5, in which the elements ofdeterminant 
are coefficients ofsome digit expression as in [11]. 
   Our result would be an answer to the inquiry of Kanemitsu and Kuzumaki [15, 
p.285] about the relation between Tsumura's and the author's generalized Dem'janenko 
determinants and (generalization f)  Endo's determinants  Sp,  ; and  Up in [5]. The 
determinants  Sp,  fip and  Up are special ones of the left-hand sides of (2.5), (2.6) and 
(2.7) for the pth cyclotomic field  Q((p), respectively.
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 §  2. Results
   Let m be an integer with m  > 3 and m  0 2 (mod 4). For an integer u let  Rm(u) 
and Rn„'(u) be the integers uch that 
 Rm(u)  = u (mod m), 0  <  Rm(u)  <  m 
and 
                                                  m,        Rrni(u)—2                   u (modm), - <  (u) < 2 ' 
respectively. For an integer u coprime to m, let  u-1 be an integer  such that  uu-1 1 
(mod m). 
   Let K  be an imaginary abelian number field of degree 2n = :  (I] and with 
conductor m. Let  h*K.,  Q  K and  WK be the relative class number of K , the unit index of 
K  and the number of roots of unity in  K, respectively. 
   Let Gm be the multiplicative group  (Z/mZ)  X , Z the ring of integers, and H the 
subgroup of  Gm corresponding to  K. For an integer t coprime to m let  t =  t-FmZ E  Gm. 
   Since H does not contain  -1, we can take classes C1,  (12  Cn of  Gm/H satisfying 
                    Gm/if = -Ci, C2, —C2, • • •  7  Cr67 
Let  7?, = {C1,  C2,  .  .  .  C,2} and let C1 = H . 
   Let  X+ and  X- be the sets of primitive even and odd Dirichlet characters of 
 K, respectively. In the following, except o specify, we assume that the characters we 
consider are primitive. 
   Let b be an integer with  b  > 2 and  m  b. Let m'  = m/(m, b), =  b  I  (m,,b), where 
 (m,  b) is the greatest common divisor of  Tri and b. 
   For a character x E  X- let  fx be the conductor of x and define  cx(b) as
 cx(b} =
b  nil, (1 — 7C(1))
 b  (1  _  7(/)) 
 ?rime  numbers,
4occ(r7,)x(Y)fluim,, — X(1)) 
 is  the  conjugate  character
if  fx  rni
where  1runs over  pri e  nu bers,  is  t   j gate  r cter  of  x and  ce,  the Euler 
totient function. 
   LetK be the composite of K and a quadratic field Q(  75), where D is the discrim-
inant of the field Q(  T). We assume that D is coprime to m. Let f be the conductor 
of the field Q(  75) and the quadratic  Dirichlet character corresponding to Q(  T)). 
   For a class C  =  -dB" in Gm/H let 
 f —1       Tcb =  E  E  (Rm(ct)  + dm([b  •R,(ct) +  dmb  —
      TER'd=0f m
 if 
 of x
fx  m', 
 co  the
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 where  [x] means the  integral part of  a  rational number x.  When H we use  1')b 
instead of  21,1) for C cH = {C}. 
   Let  h*k,  Qk,  wk and  ax(b) be defined for  K as above. Note that we  define  Ex  (1)) 
by using  .frn  instead of  rn. 
 Theorem  :2.1. Let K be an imaginary  abelian umber field of degree 2n and 
with conductor m. Let  .K,  ,0 and f be as above. Take an integer b with b  > 2 and 
 fm  b. Then we have 
 (2.1)  det (T(b) axo(b)H    cic2 'x 
 xcx-  xcx. 
                        =(-1)n  H ax,o(b) QK  WKh 
, 
                                        QK                                                 wkH'K                                                        x.ex-
where X* is  X+ or  X- according as  0(-1)  =  -1 or  C-1) = +1. 
 When b  =  fm+ 1, we have the following formula, which is  .obtained by  taking k 1 
 in [2,  Theorem  11: 
   Corollary 2.2 (cf. [2,  Theorem  1]).. Let K be an imaginary abelian  umber  field 
of degree  2n and with conductor m. Let  K,  0 and f be as above, Then we have 
                f -1                         R„(cicilt) + dm, 1)
 (2.2) detEE0(Rm(cicTio+dm)     .7 -             fm  2  VElf 
Ci ER-
                 = H  x`)(0). H
 2 
                        xiEK'  llm  xEx" 
                      =(—tin H _ x0(1)). Q:Kfcw  
                                                     w-h* 
              xEx-KKK 
 where  Ci  CTH, 
   Let  00 be the principal character modulo f  and let 
                          f-1                                        .17,(ct) -I-dmb     TnoEEl'poCR,(ct) + dm)i([b   
                         ) 
 iEHd=0fm -2 
for  C  =
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 T(b)            d  =  Hx 
 Ci,CjER  xEx-
(b) • n 
 xcx-
B1 ,x
(2.4) det (T(b)        j-1,7p0)det(T(b),=-6-x(b)x(b) 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • 
                                  cicT-4)               Cz,C ER)  ci  ,ci  ER 
xEX 
 fl  -6x(b) 
 xe-k  - 
where  je— is the set of odd characters of  K.  Kueera  [16] gave a  dei 
generalizing the formula (2.4) but he did not refer to  th formula  (2. 
 Endo [6, Theorem] gave the formula (2.4), up to  sign in the case  AA 
a p-power-th cyclotomic field,  K =  7),  (f,  p)  = 1 and b = f 
   We can not get our result (2.1) "directly" from  (2.3) 
detlis equal to zero under some conditions.       utu
iobo/ ci,cjek 
   In Theorem 2.1, taking b =  fm + 1;  V) =  x4, =  X4Os  and 
generalizations of Endo's formulas for the  nth cyclotomic field  Cl((,), 
 in [2, Theorem 2], where  x4 is the odd character with conductor 
character with conductor 8:
 T---r 1 
1 I 1B     2'x 
xEX-
Q-w-'  KK
 6]    terminant formula 
 e 3).  
, in the case  where K =  ((pp  ),
    f  +1. 
 1 because
I  7p  08, we have 
 m an odd integer, 
 and  08 the even
   Corollary 2.3 (cf. [2, Theorem 2]). 
of degree 2n and with odd conductor m.




  Let K be an imaginary abelian numb 
Then we have
 er  field
=  x4(m)n II 
 ,Ex+
x(2) • H  xx4(/))• 
 xEx+ilm.
QK WK  K(/-1)
 QK(-V-1)  WK(/-1) hK
(2.6) det E Try%(a/C71 
3
 t)) Ci,  ER.
=  x408(m)nII 
 x.EX+





 QK(/-2)  WK(/-2)  h';<-
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and
(2.7) det Um 
     tER-
   3
    Ci, C3 ER.
 (-1)-÷-ino8(my,  H  x(2).  fi  1-1(1-  x.08  (0) 
 xEx-
=  c2H,  v-/- and for an integer c
 C2K  ZOK  h,*  K(V-2-)
where  CZ
 (-1)   2 if  Wm (c) E.:  0
 KY,V2-)1-1)  K  (V2)
 =
if  Rim (c)  =  1
(mod  2).,
 (mod  2)
and
 (c)
if  Irm(c)  0
 if  .1=1,1n (c) 1
(mod  2),
(mod  2).
 Enolo's formula in [2, Theorem  2] are represented., up to  sign„ by the  :form of  product 
of  first  generalized  Bernoulli  numbers.  Endo [5] has already  ,given such  determinants  .in 
(2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) for the pth cyclotomic field  CE(). 
   As  introduced  in§1, the formula (1.4) is a  special case of  (2„5)  :for the  pth  cyclotomic 
field  Q(Cp). Here we note that  if p  a- 3 (mod 4),  then  x(2)  x.,(2)(P  1)P,T3 =
+1, where  xp is a  Dirichlet character with  conductor p and of degree p  —  1.. 
 In  Theorem  2.1 taking K  =  Q((:,:p) and b = 2, we have  formulas  in  [41.: 
 Corollary 2.4 ([4,  Theorem 11).. Let .K be the  pth  cyclotomic field  WC,p), p an 
odd  prime. Let D be a  square-free  integer such that (D,p)  =  1 and  .D 1 (mod  4). 
Let  K be the composite ofK and the quadratic  .field ..75).. Let  11)(u) he the quadratic 
character corresponding to the  ,field  IQ( For an integer  u  with  (u,  p)  ,  1 put 
 (plD1-1)/2 
                              01( k) 
 (k„pD)  =  1,  1,7 u  (m•d p) 
Then we  have: If D > 0, then 
 (P  71)/2 
(2.8)  det  (Suv  OP)  <u  ,  v  (p  /  2  := xp22-1.0 (2 ) )—21 B 
                                              i=1
                             :2p                                           (P-1)/2                                   (2.—Ox
.p2i-112)) 
                      
.11 
             KK••le
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If D  <  0, then 
                                       (p-1)/2
(2.9) det (Suv0,b))1<u, v<(p- iv2± (1 -(2-x2io(2))2/31 ,xv 
 i=1 
                                                (p-1)/2                                                            h*- 
                       (14'(p))2pP))H (2 - Oxp2i ( )) •--IC-. 
                 QKK  j=1h* 
   In Theorem 2.1 taking K  =  Q(cp) and b = g, g a primitive root modulo p, we have 
a formula corresponding to the one in [11, Corollary  2]: 
   Corollary 2.5. Let K be the pth cyclotomicfield  Q((p), p an odd prime. Let g 
be a primitive root modulo p with g  > 2 and g 1 (mod  4). Let  K be the composite of 
K and the quadratic field  Q(  7-7.). Then for an integer i we have 
 T(g)                     x4(R4p(gk))gR4P(9 k) Rp(g'),x44p 
 0<k<p-2 - 
                  R4p(pk)FE  Rp(y9 (mod p) 
                                    X4(R4p(-gk)) gR4P4(gk)  
             OGFe<p-2p_ 
                                            R4p(--,k). Rp(gi)(mod p) 
 gR4p(gk)  
           4pgR4p(-gk)                                                  4p        0<k<23-2 -0<k<p-2- 
                 R4,(gk.)=-2-  Rp(gi) (mod p) R4,(-  9k)  -==  Rp(gi) (mod p) 
and 
                                                                                                                  h*--   det (T(g) • , p-1                          = (-1) - - X4 (P)) (g - x(g)) • -1-<-•      Rp(gi-3),X4)0<i7 j<(p-3)/2 4 h* 
 xE  X 
   Remark. With the notation in Corollary 2.5 expand  1/(4p) to the basis 1/g: 
            1 00          x(k) 
    = 
  x(k) E {0, 1,. ,g - 1}. 
         4pgk                                        k
=-1 
Then we have 
                           nR4p(gk-1)- 
               x(k)for k  =  1,  2,  .  .  .
                       4p 
(See [11, Theorem 10]). 
   Example 2.6. We give here an example of Corollary 2.5. Let  K ,  K and g be
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as in Corollary 2.5. We take p  =  7.,  p  =  5. 'Then K  =  Q(C7),  K =  Q(C28)  and 
              T(5)=  [5.1- _  [5-15= 0 –.2 _2,     R7(5- ),x4 L 28 _ 28 
 5.5 -5 . 19 
             = – = 0 – = –3„ 
           ivrk"'x4 28 28 
          T(5) 5.255.11                     41 3              R7(521,x4x4 2828 
                                   -– 
            T(5)                R
7(53),x4= -752.88 
                      13-[5227- = 24–2' 
           T(5) -5  9 -5 . 23                 R7 (54) ,X4 L '28 28 
                                                                                       _ 
               –5.1175•3  T(5)3 0               (55),x42828 
Hence 
 /  –2  :3  –3\ 
            det .(2"(5) - • • – det –3 –2 3 – 62            R,70–.0,x4) – ' '  — " 
. 
                       \ On the  other  hand„  letting be a primitive uth root  of unity, we have 
 7-11  1°1 
  (-1)–X.4(7))H(5- ,(5)).1-t'2" (5 –I-)(5 (3)(5(N)                 '4 
        rE-xK 
 =-02'  h
,*K 
 Therefore  hk.=  h  ,.  Actually, we have already known that  h;c-- =  h  k = 1.
  h*--  K 
 hK
               §3. Proofs  a  Theorem and  'Corollaries 
   To prove  Theorem 2.1 we need the  :following  lemma  originating from  [:8]. 
   Lemma 3.1 ([14, Lemma  11). Let  .K  be an imaginary  abelian umber field with 
conductor  'in and b an integer with b  > 2 and  m  b. Then, for an odd character  x of .K 
and for C =  cH we have 
  1 (               -
2cx (6)./31,-;-<-= X(c)Tcb•) 
                            ETZ 
                                  1 •7n                            Rk                             )b -
                    2 
             =-Ex()Lb m  
                      771 2
                                                k =1
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where 
                T(b)=b.Rm(d)-b—1 
                                  2 
                     H - 
   Proof of Theorem 2.1. Recall that for a class C  =  -61/- in Gm/H we define 
 f  —1 
      T(b)  —EEv)(Rm(ct)+ dm)  b  •  Rm(ct)  + dmb             c,*              _ fm 2  ;                   tEH  d=o 
   Let  0(-1) =  (-1)1e', k' = 0 or 1. Then we have 
                  = 
   First we consider the case where  0(-1) = —1. Since T(5L =  Tn, it follows from 
the group determinant (cf. for example,  [19, p.71]) that 
                                            (b)                det(T(b))c, cH  E X ( c);1/,tp•                  ci c-' 
 xEX+  e-HER, 
Since 
          b)1 fmb —1          E x(c)Tac„,,,=—2Exo(k)bk(---9_), 
                                  fm      -eHER.k=1-- 
                                                          (kirn)=--1
noting that the assumption of b, we obtain by Lemma 3.1 
 ,HER 
Therefore we have 
         det(Tc(b.)Gyop)ca ER.=  H-6,,p(b) • H —2 loco 
 xEX+  xEX+ 
                    Qwr-E.k-                                h7                         = (-1rgb) •ri 
                           kh*K  xEX* 
   Next we consider the case where  tP(-1) = +1. Taking some odd character  xi of
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K, we have, letting  CZ =  ciH,  Ca =C-37.H, 
            det(T(b)cic7-1)0)Ci,CiE'R= )cz,c3E1z                                                           Ci 
 xEx+  TEHER. 
 = f E x(a)TA7p 
 xEX-  TLHER 
 1  =  H2 'x.0 
 XEX- XEX-
                                         h
 = (-1-)nex(b)•0( K-WwK-•h**Ic- 
. 
              xEX*KK 
This completes the proof. ^ 
   Corollary 2.2 is easily proved by Theorem 2.1, because when b  =  fm  +1, it holds 
that 
          ax,P(b) = fm  II (1  - V(1)) =  fm11(1- - W(1)). 
                flf Tn.  lim, 
   To prove Corollary 2.3 we need the following two  lemmas. 
   Lemma 3.2 (cf. [13, Lemma 2]). For an integer c with  (c,  m) = 1, we define 
the permutation  a, on  'R,=  C2,  ...  Cn} up to  "+" by
 cCi  =  ±C„r(i) for  i  =  2,  .  .  . 
Then we have 
(3.1)  sgn  a-,  = x(c), 
 xEX+ 
where  sgn  0-, = +1 or —1 according as  or, is even or odd. 
   In [13, Lemma 2] we have shown that 
 (-1)Ncsgn  =  x(c), 
 xEX 
where  Nc is the number of the "minus cosets"  ir 
 1,  2,  .  .  . n}. We can prove the identity (3.1) by taking  nx, 
in the proof of [13, Lemma  2]. (The right hand  5ij(g2 of 
13 from the top of [13] should be
, n.
 n  the  set  {CCi  ±Co-c(i)   
[ Ejcx(c) instead of'Lex_  x(c) 
x
fthe equation on page 22, line
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 Lemma 3.3 ([2, Proof of  Theorem  21).  Assume that m is an odd integer.  For 
an integer c with (c,  m)  = 1 let  c' an integer such that  (c",'m)  =1 and :2c'..7-_----.c  (:mod  in).
Then, for any integers  ci,ci coprime to  'm, we have 
                       / R. (c. c' .-1 ) + dm 1.             m t 3 _ 
2 = .....x4 (To .1 . (_1)Rtm(cicii)   X.4 (.17,(cicii-1) + dm) I   , 
d=0 4m : 2 • 
  7 )(1:1„(cicii-1)  +  dm  1 
  >_:, xops (R,m (cicil - I)  +  dm)   = -x,4•08(m)71' (cic1)               8m  2 174 , 3 • d=0 \ 
and 
 7 iR m(cief-1) + dm 1 .rn- 1
  E7,b8,(Rm(cicii-1)  +  dm) I  = ( — .i) ---5-- 08(Til ) Umi (6i C37 1 ).,
 d=0 \ 8m,  
   Proof of Corollary  2.3. By  Lemmas 3.3 and  3.2 and by Corollary 2.2 we have 
,  
                                         ) rn( , ,( - 1 Yri X4 (7n)  • - • det1E(--1Ric'c71t)
             2n  'ICH  .i  Ci  ,  Ci  ER 
  / 3 
, -1mij                             /R   (c.ci.-1t) +dm  1 \ 
                                   , =det :EEX4 (RineiCi t)+dm) 
                  4m  2 / k
\-f,=_H d--\/ Qi, Cj ER-             3 l..R,  (cicilt)  +  dm1). H x(2) - det  E  x4(Rni(ciciit) .+ dm) 1   
                4m  2 
 xcx+  VER.  d=0 \\,                                                                               Ci,CiER 
                                       hW —                               K WK K1)  —Hx(2)•.(--irHIP-  xx4  (I)  Q ,h* 
  xex-+ XEX+  Lim ''''eKW7-71-.)WK(V-1)K 
where  C,i = -cH, ,Cj,----671H. Hence we have obtained the first formula  (2.5). 
 In the same way as above we can  prove the second and  third  formulas (2.6) and 
(2.7).  El 
   Proof Corollary  2.4.If  (-1)  =  -1, then we have  'T(,,0  =  -Tn and 
       / rm a — 8 . t            det , :11'"' = 1( — 1) 2 4- ' det (Tgi)c.1                                                    ,)ci,cj ER. *                    cicT-t 0                \ 3 ' C i,C i ER. 
If  0(-1) =  +1, then we have  T(b,,.,/, =  71g, and 
          det (2-1°) . ) = (-1) r-li"-I ,det (74)             c‘c.T',0 cici,o) c,,ci En "                              Ci ,Ci ER
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Here  ,5 is the number of the cosets  E 7Z whose square  C?  .are H or  —  H  , and  .51 the 
 number of cosets  CZ  E  7Z whose inverses are not contained in  7Z,  i.e.„  Cz  1= —C,(0 
for some  a(i)  {1,2,  „ n} (As for the signs of the two identities of  determinants just 
above, see  (9., Proposition  2]). 
 Therefore by Theorem  :2.1 we obtain, in the both cases where  1/)(-1)  ±1., 
        diet (71(6)=axo(b)1B1 
                                                                             2.       7•'x*                     „,0cic .•                                                                                                     „. 
 xEX* 
                                       QK WK121-   =  -6-)cb  (b) 
                                                      xE.x. 
In  our case where K .H  =  {I} and b  = 2, we have  IC2)0  —S,4) for C  =  -6•H  . 
Hence,  calculating  Evp  (2) we have the desired  formula.. 
   Corollary  2.5 immediately follows from  Theorem 2.1 by taking b  =  g. Here we  only 
note that  QK = 1 and  Qk  2 and that the  multiplicative group  (Z/4prZ)x constitutes 
 of  R4p(gk)  modulo 4p and  R4p(—gk) modulo 4p for  all  k  =  0,1.,  ,p — 2. 
 Acknowledgement., 'The author would like to express  .h:is  incere thanks to the 
 organizers of the  conference.,  "Algebraic Number Theory and Related  Topics", especially 
to Professor  Hashimoto. The author also wishes to thank the referee, who has kindly 
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